DISCOVER THE BEST ZERO-CARBON HEATING SOLUTION FOR OUTDOOR COMFORT WITH INFRATECH.

[October, 27 2017] GARDENA, CA – Interested in taking steps toward lowering your energy consumption, going solar and achieving a zero-carbon footprint? You’re not alone. In 2016, the U.S. solar market grew by 95% over 2015, as people increasingly reduce their reliance on the grid with clean energy solutions, to provide power for everything from their vehicles to their homes.

When considering strategies to reduce the load in order to achieve a zero-carbon footprint, you won’t have to compromise on comfort in indoor/outdoor living spaces when you choose Infratech heating systems. Infratech electric infrared heat is a solar-friendly, sustainable alternative to traditional gas heaters that’s at home in a carbon-neutral residence. Unlike competitive short-wave or halogen electric heaters that produce a very harsh glare or bright-colored light, Infratech heaters create an odorless, ambient glow that transfers directly to objects and will not blow away in windy or drafty conditions – providing comfort where you and your guests need it most.

Why Infratech is the perfect amenity for a carbon-neutral or LEED-compliant home:

- Infratech heating systems are safe for use in indoor/outdoor spaces like patios, terraces, verandas, outdoor living rooms or kitchens.
- Energy-efficient Infratech fixtures convert over 90% of input energy directly into radiant heat, and operate with minimal draw to banked energy and zero carbon emissions.
- They provide eco-friendly, customized climate control with zero greenhouse gases or ultraviolet light, generating comfort heat via a pleasing glow with no harsh odors or sounds to detract from the ambience of your gatherings.
- Infratech heaters are compatible with renewable, clean energy solutions like solar panels and can be used with a power-banking system like the Tesla Powerwall battery, for seamless operation day or night or during power grid outages.
- They are cost-effective over the long term, with straightforward installation and virtually zero maintenance.
- They are available in a choice of standard or custom colors and mounting configurations, including our best-selling flush mount option – which blends seamlessly into a ceiling treatment.
- Control options range from simple on/off switches to Solid State packages with multiple heating zones.
- Infratech comfort heater components and packaging are completely recyclable.

If you’d like to discover how infrared energy works and why it’s gaining popularity as an energy-efficient source of comfort heat, watch our About Infrared Heat video. To learn more about Infratech heating systems or to contact us, please visit: Infratech-usa.com

ABOUT INFRATECH
Infratech has been a pioneer and leader in infrared technology for more than 50 years. We offer a wide range of infrared heating products that bring casual comfort to upscale restaurants, hospitality and retail establishments, as well as private homes. We also provide a line of heating products for automotive curing and industrial/commercial heat applications. We use the latest in manufacturing technologies to offer customers the most efficient infrared systems for the lowest cost in the industry. Infratech is committed to providing high quality, innovative products that exceed our customers’ expectations. All of our products are proudly made in the USA. To learn more, please visit infratech-usa.com.